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Twitter And Facebook Bring NASCAR
Community Closer Together
social media has
enhanced NASCAR in many
different ways — in particular
the way drivers interact with
fans. Fans might not have the
opportunity to meet their favorite
driver in person, but Twitter and
Facebook help bridge that gap to
create a personal connection.
Denny Hamlin ranks among
the most active Sprint Cup
drivers on Twitter. Why?
“I just thought it was fun when
I started and I could read what
people’s thoughts and replies
were right away,” Hamlin says.
Fans get a fairly intimate
glimpse into the lives of
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NASCAR competitors, and the
experience has been a positive
one for Hamlin.
“I haven’t really seen many
drawbacks to it. Other than a life
that isn’t that private [anyway]
gets just a little more open,” he
says. “But just like the people that
follow me, it’s also interesting to
follow other celebs to see what
their day is like.”
Aside from enjoyment,
Hamlin says he doesn’t benefit
in any specific way from using
Twitter. In most cases, he is the
one giving rather than getting.
“It hasn’t affected my brand at
all but maybe the way that people

view me. I also use it to give a lot of
things away to fans,” he says.
Hamlin, Kyle Busch and Scott
Speed are among my favorites
to follow. With Speed, what you
see on Twitter is what you get in
person, because that is who he
really is. No holds barred! Both he
and his wife Amanda are hilarious.
I’m a bit of a half-twit because
I probably don’t tweet as often as
I should. But I might be the only
person still using a CD Walkman
instead of an iPod when I go
running, so that might help
explain why I’m still learning my
way around Twitter.
Many of us on SPEED and

NASCAR on FOX began using
Twitter early last year. At that
point, though, most of us had
never even heard the term before.
Even Darrell Waltrip is on
Twitter now! DW tweets a lot but
jokes that he’s merely doing some
“research.” But he’s right — Twitter
actually can be very beneficial for
those of us in the media.
For example, David Gilliland
had his rental car broken into
at Texas and tweeted about it. I
followed up with his PR rep, who
said there was even more to the
story of his rental-car woes. It all
began with a flat tire earlier in
the race weekend.
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